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Anxious to get a substantial chunk of carbon tho
trading byhedge funds,Britain is advertising por
its “offshore” status, according to the Lon- era
don Financial Times. British Chancellor of see
the Exchequer Gordon Brown on March 21 FE
gave carbon trading by hedge funds the offi- ron
cial British blessing—a Treasury rule ex- the
empting them from taxes! Carbon credits ora
held by funds in offshore centers will now by
be treated as exempt from any tax on profits. wh

To keep all their “profits” from so-called exp
carbon trading, hedge funds had been having now
to figure out ways to get around the tax— tim
how very wearying. Now they can legally pri
enjoy the usual UK offshore tax evasion. “It
is hugely beneficial because it [no taxes on
profits] is going to bring a lot of liquidity,”

Ecsaid Ernst and Young Accounting partner
Julian Young. “It is clearly a good thing for
climate trading and a good thing for fund U
managers.” ExMan Group immediately formed a
“Green Man Group” announced by outgoing

AcCEO Stanley Fink: “While the science of
Proglobal warming is quite scary, there are op-
Thportunities there.” GLG Partners launched
nomanother hedge fund “to buy and dispose of
inccarbon credits.” How? RAB Capital’s Spe-
in 2cial Situations hedge fund bought 2.25 mil-
is alion acres of Ethiopian forest “on which it
bothopes to generate carbon credits.”
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Hit as Illegal gre
wa

Attorneys General from four states argued in sin
topcourt that electricity deregulation is illegal,

according to a Baltimore Sun article on hig
24%March 27. Marjorie Kelly and Richard Ro-

sen, both from the Tellus Institute, report on and
grethe lawsuit which will be argued in Federal

appeals court against the radical dereg Fed- 200
firseral Energy Regulatory Commission

(FERC), whichhas beendestroying Franklin lio
Roosevelt’s Federal Power Act utility regu-
lation, over the past 20 years. The authors wh

derpoint out that this is a “broader stealth attack
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the New Deal, and it is part of a larger Pr
mpt to have markets take over critical
lic services, such as water, education, F
electricity.”

IsConsumers whose utilities have been de-
ulated, paid 55% more for electricity than
se in regulated states last year, they re- Am
t. The lawsuits assert that the 1935 Fed- M
l Power Act required the government to pr

that rates are “just and reasonable.” Fe
RC has done only the bidding of the En- sli
s and other power pirates. The states in sin
suit are Rhode Island, New Mexico, Col- Un
do, and Utah. They could soon be joined an
Maryland, Connecticut, and Delaware, Je
ere rates will zoom up,as soonas ratecaps &
ire. Former FERC staffer Lynn Hargis, of
an energy attorney, remarked: “The last ab

e we relied on the market to set electricity flo
ces, it was the Great Depression.” St
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ho.S. Income Disparity ho
yeceeds 1928 Levels
nu
mocording to the March 29 New York Times,
cof. Emmanuel Saez, UC Berkeley, and

omas Piketty of the Paris School of Eco-
ics, concluded that while total reported

ome in the U.S.A. increased almost 9%
Se005, the most recent year for which data

vailable, average incomes for those in the
tom 90% fell by $172, or 0.6%. Yet the S
omes of the top 1%, rose to an average of Wre than $1.1 million each, an increase of
re than $139,000, or about 14 %.
The income of the top 300,000 was equal Su

inthat of the combined lowest 150 million
ericans, and on average 440 times as ce
at per person. The income of the top 10% de
s 49% of all income in 2005, the greatest sis

acce 1928, when it was likewise 49%. The
1% got 22% of all income in 2005, the 13

20hest share since 1928, when they got
. The income of the top one-tenth of 1%, 6.6

linof the top one one-hundredth of1%, each
w by about 20% over one single year in rai

by5: up $908,000 to $5.6 million for the
t group, and up $4.4 million to $25.7 mil- ou
n for the second group.
The IRS admits that its income data, ter

deich were used in the study, markedly un-
state larger incomes. sis
operty Speculation

rench Housing Bubble
Set To Burst

brose Evans-Pritchard wrote in the
arch 28 British Telegraph that “French
operty construction plummeted 15.1% in
bruary and home prices have begun to
p.” French house prices had grown 210%
ce 1995, compared with 190% in the
ited States. Last year, it slowed to 7.2%

d in January became negative: -0.6%.
an-Paul Six, chief economist for Standard
Poor’s, said that this is “the delayed effect
rising interest rates.” Spain is also vulner-
le, with more than 93% of mortgages on
ating rates. “It is worse than in the United
ates,” said Manuel Romera, director of In-
tuto de la Impresa in Madrid.

France’s mortgages are mostly on fixed
es and there is no sub-prime market. How-
er, according to OFCE research institute,
use prices are 25% overvalued. In Italy,
use prices have increased 92% in ten
ars, and last February, for the first time, the
mber of cities with declining prices was
re than those with increasing prices, ac-

rding to L’Espresso March 28.

curities

ub-Prime Securities
orst in U.S. History

b-prime mortgage-backed securities sold
2006 may be the “worst-performing in re-
nt history,” says Standard & Poor’s, with
linquencies on the underlying loans “con-
tently higher” than in the prior five years,
cording to Bloomberg March 28. Some
% of sub-prime mortgage loans made in
06 are delinquent, according to S&P, with
5% of the total classified as “seriously de-
quent,” or more than 90 days late. S&P
sed its estimate for losses onbonds backed
the loans to as high as 7.75% from a previ-
s peak assumption of about 6.5%.

S&P said this revision could have a “ma-
ial” impact on the ratings of collateralized
bt obligations (CDOs), or securities con-
ting of slices of other higher-rated mort-
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gage bonds. Residential mortgage bonds
represented a whopping average of 73.8% of
CDOs of asset-backed securities collateral-
ized by so-called mezzanine structured fi-
nance tranches in 2006, up from 42% in
2003.

Hedge Funds

Does Financial Times See
Hedge Fund Collapse?

The London Financial Services Agency was
expected to open investment in hedge funds
to the general public on March 27. In the
March 27 Financial Times there is a very
cautiously worded look at what the opening
of the hedge fund market to investors means.
The recent IPOs of Fortune and Blackstone
should “tell us something,” says author
Roger Ehrenberg. The IPOs will generate a
ton of cash for the funds, but these funds are
not like cash-starved tech start-ups of the IT
bubble; they are supposedly already swim-
ming in cash.

“This is a classic case of too much liquid-
ity chasing too few opportunities,” says
Ehrenberg. “When debt investors wake up
to the fact that they are systematically under-
pricing risk, the highly leveraged deal struc-
tures simply will not work.”

He indicates that KKR, Texas Pacific
Group, and Apollo are also considering go-
ing public. Why? “They see the private
equity bubble and want to extract value be-
fore it pops.”

Financial Markets

U.S. Housing Collapse
Is Contagious

The housing collapse is “a train wreck in
slow motion . . . accelerating and turning
into a contagion,” according to Barron’s
Weekly, March 26, which ran two interviews
with insiders, each warning about spreading
collapse created by the falling housing mar-
ket. Robert Shiller, author of Irrational Exu-
berance, published in March 2000 at the be-
ginning of the IT crash, has added new
chapters to the latest editions of the book,
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and is now forecasting a similar fate for the
housing market. Shiller has tracked home
sellingprices overyears, and compared them
to construction prices, as a baseline. He sees
a collapse of prices of 20-30%, spread over
the next 10 years. The second interview is
not quite as optimistic. According to insider
fund manager Sy Jacobs, “the problems in
subprime are not self-contained. It is a pin-
prick to a larger problem. . . . Subprime will
bring down mortgage lending, housing and
in turn, the economy and the market.”

In the meantime, Jacobs, who manages
a $45 million fund, has found ways to game
the market, not only by short selling sub-
prime lenders, but most recently, short sell-
ing credit-ratings agencies, themselves ma-
jor beneficiaries of the CDO (collateralized
debt obligations) market, as well.

Corporate Fraud

U.S. Homebuilder
Hit by FBI Probe

Beazer Homes USA, Inc., the sixth-largest
U.S. homebuilder, has been hit by an FBI
probe. Beazer has been asked by U.S. attor-
neys for documents on its mortgage busi-
ness. Beazer, a Fortune 500 company with
assets of $4.5 billion and revenues of $5.5
billion in 2006, saw its stock fall 9% on
March 28, and another 8% in after-hours
trading, according to the Financial Times
March 28. It had already suffered hefty
losses in the fourth quarter of 2006.

Beazer said it believed the U.S. Attor-
ney’s request was triggered by articles pub-
lished in the Charlotte Observer, which de-
tailed allegations of questionable loans
Beazer arranged for low-income buyers, and
unusually high foreclosure rates in Beazer’s
subdivisions in the area of Charlotte, North
Carolina. These foreclosures rates have av-
eraged 13% since 2000.

“The FBI is conducting a potential fraud
investigation regarding Beazer,” the FBI
said in a statement. distributed by its Char-
lotte, North Carolina, field office March 27.
The investigation is being conducted jointly
with the Department of Housing and Urban
Development and the Internal Revenue
Service.
Briefly

FREDDIE MAC reported losses of
$480 million in the Fourth Quarter of
2006, as against a profit of $684 mil-
lion in the same quarter of 2005. The
loss was caused by the fall in value
of its derivatives amidst a collapsing
housing market.

ARE CLIMATE CHANGE deriv-
atives coming next? This is not a joke.
Just this month a climate-change risk-
assessment service called Climate
Appraisal Services was set up to rate
the risk of sea level rise caused by
climate change to home and business
owners. The risk-assessment service
will use the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change’s computer mod-
els and data as the basis for the risk as-
sessment.

SUBPRIME AUTO loans begin to
go bad. Oregon’s CNW Research es-
timates that issuance of such loans
rose from $6 billion in 1999, to $11.6
billion in 2006, and that a total of
about $34 billion is now outstanding.
As a percentage of all autos made
each year, they rose from 9.4% in
1999, to 13% in 2006. Some lenders,
like Wells Fargo, are trying to cut
back, while others are issuing more
such risky auto loans to replace lost
business in real-estate mortgages.

THE HEDGE FUND bubble grew,
and concentrated, during 2006. A
London group, Hedge Fund Intelli-
gence, put out a report March 30 say-
ing that total hedge fund assets grew
30% to $2.08 trillion in 2006. But the
increase in the number of hedge funds
was 800 (1,500 launched and 700
went under), a growth of less than
10%. Hedge funds are getting much
bigger, and the bubble is concentrat-
ing; about 350 hedge funds and
“funds of hedge funds” control more
than 75% of the whole $2-plus tril-
lion market.

“GREENPEACE FOUNDER de-
fends peaceful use of nuclear en-
ergy,” read a recent story in Folha de
São Paulo, quoting Patrick Moore.
Moore is also quoted in Channel 4’s
“The Great Global Warning
Swindle.”
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